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Replacing the Hough calculation of the trigonomeric functions, sine and cos0,by the
Abstract
piece-wise linear Hough function(PLH),
the basic cost for the
sine ,
cose and the
multiplications is removed.
The PLH function is directly introduced from the usual Hough
function. The PLH function inherits the basic properties of the usual Hough function from the
view point to extract the line patterns from the pattern space.
The computing cost of the PLH transform was reduced to about 1/6 of that of the usual Hough
transform. It was also investigated that an additional property of the PLH transform contributes
to reduce the memory cost to about 70 % of the usual Hough transform.

2. Piece-wise Linear Hough Function

Hough transform is one of the important
methods to extract line patterns from the noisy
and unclustered points of the image.
As the
edge or line patterns are the essential
features in several industrial vision systems,
it is practically required to make the Hough
transform efficient from the view point of the
computing and memory costs. A new fast Hough
transform algorithm is introduced and
its
application is shortly presented in
this
paper.
From this point of view, it is important to
reduce the computing cost to utilize the Hough
transform in several application. One of the
factors in order to realize this cost reduction
is to reduce the number of Hough calculations
with respect to the number of edge points and
and resolution numbers of the parameter space.
It is still expectative to decrease the
computing cost for the core Hough calculation
defined by eq.(l).
x.cos 0 + y.sin 8
(1)
=€I
: perpendicular angle from x-axis
JJ
: the length of the perpendicular
line
In this paper, replacing Hough calculation
of the trigonometric functions by the piecewise
linear Hough(PLH) function which
is
composed of m pieces of line segments, the
basic
cost for
the sine
, cose and
multiplications can be removed. It is shown in
section 3 that the PLH function inherits the
basic properties of the usual Hough function
from the view point of to extract line patterns
from the pattern space, and a few modifications
of the pattern behavior in pattern space are
also presented. In section 4, an new algorithm
of piece-wise linear Hough transform(PLHT) is
introduced, and some experimental results of
PLHT are presented to demonstrate the reduction
of the computing cost using an image of
industrial engine parts.

2.1 Introduction of the PLH Function
A new transform function, piece-wise linear
Hough(PLH)
function is introduced by eq.(2)
based on the usual Hough transform function
where m is the number of the
defined by eq.(l),
divided blocks of @-axis in €3-p parameter
space.
In this equation, subscript k
represents the division number, k=0,1,2,..,m,
on the 8-axis.
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As shown in Fig.1, PLH function has m+l
common points on the Hough sinusoidal curve at
the interval 0,<8(71.
and the m piece-wise
linzar segments are defined among these m+l
common points.
As the PLH function is
coincident with the Hough curve at the common
points at 0,,e, ,..,BR,..,en\ , eq.(2)
can be
modified as eq.(3) by using eq.(l).
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Fig.1 Definition of PLH function
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Therefore, the new expression of the PLH
for the
function can be given by eq.(4)
substitution of the the usual Hough function.
2.2 Generation Structure of the PLH function
When let K and K") be the numbers of the
resolutions in the whole range of 8-axis and
the k-th block [8k-l
,8w] respectively, as shown
in Fig.2, the inclination T ' ~ ' of the line
segment in the k-th klock can be calculated by
Therefore, as the minute augment 4p(W
eq.(5).
of the line segment can be defined by eq.(6),
the line segment can be generated incrementally
as given by eq.(7).
Equation (7) gives the
basis to generate the PLH function exclusively
with
the
addition
operation
without
multiplication.
In addition, the other
computing cost can be
reduced
to m+l
calculations of the trigonometric functions for
the
substitution
of
K
trigonometric
calculations of
the usual Hough curve
generation.
T'~)= ( (pk - PM-I )/(&
- 8%-1) 1
p(C) = TLK)( 8 k - 8~,)/K'~' =(pr - pK-l
A ~ L *=

Pkk-I

+

X

Fig.3 The behavior of the detected lines
correspoinding to a PLH segment

tiptk)

,where initial condition:kk=O.
(a)the

the case of 8=8k
parameter pair (8 ,p ) represents a
line pattern given by eq.(8) which is easily
As this equation is just
derived from eq.(4).
the same expression of the usual Hough
transform, it is clear that 8 coincides just
with the perpendicular angle 8 of the Hough
transform defined by eq.(l).
This situation is
valid for all 8k, k=0,1,2,..,m.
p=x.cos~~+ y .sinek
(8)
(b)for the case of 8,-1<8<8*
As a parameter pair (8,p) at the block
[Or-1 ,8k] represents a line pattern given by
eq.(4), it is easily known that the parameter 8
does not coincide with the perpendicular angle
given in eq.(l).
However, if let the angle 8'
be the equivalent perpendicular angle, where
p = x.cosef + y.sinel, 8' can be exactly
provided by eq.(9).
8' = C O S - ~ [ C O S ~ ~+((-8~ -8kl )/(&
- €Ik-, )I
(COSQ~- ~0s8r.l ) ] (9)
It is clear that the behaivior of 8' is
characterized by the biased sinusoidal function
of the angle 8 as shown in Fig.4.
A

3.Interpretation of the PLH Function

A pictorial interpretation of the behavior
of the PLH function and the corresponding line
patterns can be given in Fig.3. The locus of
the parameter pair (8,~)at the k-th klock
where ek-(<8<8t represent the all line patterns
passing through a point (x,y) in the pattern
space.
3.1 Relation between Hough and PLH functions
As the set of the line patterns are
precisely described by eq.(4),
the further
interpretation of the PLH function is given as
follows:
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Fig.2 Incremental generation of PLH function

3.2 PLH Function as a Line Detector
It is known that the PLH function inherits
the basic properties of the usual Hough
function as the line pattern detector.
(a)Property-1
:
All line patterns passing
through a point (x,y) in x-y space can be
uniquely represented by a PLH function, as the
PLH function is a one-valued function w.r.t. 8.
(b)Property-2 : In the same way, it is clear
that a pair (8,p) in the parameter space
represents a line pattern in the pattern space.
(c)Property-3
:
As shown in Fig.5,
the
topological relations between any two PLH line
segments are just the same as the usual Hough
transform. Therefore, any two PLH functions
intersect just once at the full range of the
parameter 8, o@<K

.
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Fig.5 Topological relations among PLH segments
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Fig.4 Equivalent perpendicular angle
of the PLH function

PA

From these discussion, it was clarified
that the PLH function can be applicable to
detect line patterns from the noisy
and
unclustered edge points in x-y space in the
same way for the usual Hough transform.
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+
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and let the subscripts of tha array
recorded to u(l),v(l),l=1,2,..,p
stop of PLHT

b be

0.

4. Piece-Wise Linear Hounh Transform Algorithm
This paper demonstrates not only to propose
theoretically the new function for the line
pattern detection, but also to make clear that
the new PLH function provides a fast algorithm
of the new Hough transform, piece-wise linear
Hough transform(PLHT).
4.1 A1gorithm:PLHT Algorithm
An algorithm to detect line patterns in x-y
space using the PLH function can be introduced
as follows. The notations used in the algorithm
are defined below and are shown in Fig.6:
N
: the number of edge points
b(i,j): 2-D array for the parameter space
: size of the array b, where K and L are
K,L
the resolutions of the 8-p space
K(k)
: the number of the resolutions in the
k-th block
: the number of the blocks, where
m
K=K(l)+K(2)+
K(m)
u(1)
: 1-D arrays to record a pair of array
v(1)
subscripts of b for 8- and p-value of
the respective peaks detected from
b(i,j), 1=1,2,..,p

...+

PLHT Algorithm
Clear array b. block number k=O.
k=k+l (If k>m then skip to@)
C-=cosQc-, C=cosQr
S-=sinQr-, S=sinQ~
4 edge point number i=O
i=i+i, kk=0(1f i>N then skip to@)
Calculate the inclination of the
segment at k-th block.

8

4.2 Evaluation of the Cost of PLAT algorithm
Figure 7 shows the loop scheme to execute
the PLHT algorithm. Table 1 shows the results
for the theoretical estimation of thy computing
costs.
The multiplication operation of PLHT
can be reduced to 2m/K of that of Hough
transform.
The trigonometric calculations of
PLHT can be reduced to 2m/NK.
A result of the simulation experiment is
shown in Table 2. It was clarified that the
PLHT algorithm can be executed about 6 times
faster than the usual Hough transform.

K

/
/
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array b (size K x L )
PLH

Fig.6 Notations for the PLHT algorithm
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k:block number
C=cose C-=sine
S=sinB S-=sine
Fitdot
number
calc. aptk) using C,S,C- and Snumber in k-th block
generation of PLH function
PA = P;;I-,+ A J : ~ '
-next
kk
next i
n
e
x
tk
(a) PLHT method

X

(a)usual

Hough transform method

?Ft

k: resolution number in @-axis
lumber
p; = x;.cose + r,.sine
next i
next k
(b) usual Hough transform method
Fig.7 The loop structure of the transform
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Fig.8 Geometric properties of the PLH function

5. Application of PLHT and Considerations
5.1 Ridge Line of the Engine Parts
From a camera imane(256x256, 256 nrev
- levels) of the engine
shown in Photo.1, a
major ridge line is extracted by the PLHT
method. The distribution of the PLH functions
in the parameter space is shown in Photo.2,
where m=2 and K=L=256. In this case, Sobel
operator was used and the number N of the
candidate points was 3014.
It took about 4.1 seconds to execute PLHT
algorithm(MC68000,12.5MHz).
The
detailed
results of the computing cost are shown in
Table 3.
5.2 Considerations
In addition to the reduction of
the
computing cost, the reduction of the memory
cost can be provided by the PLHT method.
If
the number m of the equally devided blocks is
2, the maximum value p, p a x , of the parameter
space is evaluated by eq.(lO), when a point
(x,,y,)
is at a longest away from the origin.
about 30 % reduction of
Therefore, when x,=y,,
the memory cost can be provided by the PLHT
method.
P m e r = Xn = SQRT(X:
+ xf )/SQRT(2)
(10)
= SQRT(x',
+:y )/SQRT(2)
= pn/SQRT(Z)=O. 7.p
,where pH is p value of the usual Hough
transform
The collinear line segments in x-y space
are transformed to the parameter space as shown
in Fig.8. On the contrary to the usual Hough
transform, the distribution of
the PLH
functions around
the peak
is radially
homo~enious
in the sense that the area
neighbouring the peak is constant.
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6. Conclusion
A new Hough transform method to extract a
set of line patterns from x-y space, piece-wise
linear Hough transform(PLHT),
was proposed.
The PLHT can be executed without
the
calculations
of
the
trigonomeric
and
multiplication operations.
Furthermore, this method is suggestive
enough to establish the more extended functions
to provide a scheme to extract a set of line
patterns in the same way of the Hough function.
The PLHT method is one of the fast Hough
transforms.
The computing cost of PLHT is
realized by reducing the core multiplication
and trigonometric calculations. It was known
experimentally that about 116 reduction is
provided by an industrial application.
As one of the coming problems, it is
important
to
clarify
the
geometric
interpretation of the behavior of the line
patterns extracted by the PLHT method, and to
establish
the more
extended
functions
applicable to the scheme of the Hough pattern
extraction.
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Table 1 Theoretical estimation of the computing cost
method lefficiency(m=2)
operation 1 usual Hough I
Clcos)
I
NK
I
2m
I 4/NK

/

1 .

mN
0
N: the number of edge points
K: the total resolutions in &axis
m: the number of blocka in %axis

Table 2

Experimental estimation of the computing cost

usual Hough
PLHT
efficiency

BASIC(PC9801VM) ASSEMBY(MC68000)
128 sec
0.79
49
0.13
2.6 times
6

N=100, K=512, trigonometric calc.= using LUT
Table 3 Experimental estimation of computing cost
detection of a line(p=l)
whole process of PLHT
peak etection
edge detection transform process
address I disribution
(Sobel opr.)
(p=l)
2.0sec1
2.1
0.2
4.1
4.3
1.6
5.9 sec
N=3014, K,L=256; machine=LIP-lO(MC68000,12.5MHz)
language=ASSEMBLY; image/parameter memory=static RAM

